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Description:
Chef's Kitchen (7 cook motifs & Alphabet)
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Perrette Samouiloff

 

Chef and helpers are all super busy, one making pancakes, another beating eggs, the third cook melting chocolate
in a saucepan. In the dining room in the meantime they are serving champagne, petit fours and a huge cake.

 

This charming cross stitch pattern can be used to decorate a kitchen wall. However you can also combine motifs
and alphabet to stitch a matching apron pocket, a tea towel or a cookbook cover, as many other personalized gift
ideas with a name. The chart includes a few layout examples (see opposite) and an alphabet to compose the text of
your choice.

 

Creative Poppy tip:

Make a fabric book cover and slide the book or blank notebook under the flaps. You can also fit the cover by whip
stitching the cover onto the book as in this tutorial by Mary Corbett.
 

A cross stitch pattern by Perrette Samouiloff.

>> see more patterns by Perrette Samouiloff
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Chef's Kitchen (7 cook motifs & Alphabet)

Chart size in stitches: 187 x 77 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 28 ct natural Linen 

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch

Chart: Black & White, color detail

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 12

Themes: cooking, baking, dinner, party, recipe, food

 

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-chefs-kitchen-cook-motifs-alphabet-cross-stitch-xml-212_287-3640.html
https://www.needlenthread.com/2015/05/embroidered-book-cover-assembly.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=3640&w=187&h=77


>> see more Leisure & Work patterns by Perrette Samouiloff

>> see all Kitchen patterns (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/people-atwork-xsl-296_299_410.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/kitchen-cooking-xsl-212_287.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-chefs-kitchen-cook-motifs-alphabet-cross-stitch-xml-212_287-3640.html

